
Tick Me 581 

Chapter 581: women, children 

 

Fang Shaoan did not know what had happened. He only saw Yan Jun staring at Xiao puff, and his 

expression kept changing. 

“What’s wrong with Xiao puff? ” Fang Shaoan turned his head and asked the nurse in a low voice. 

The nurse was also confused and replied in a low voice, “the child is in good condition… ” 

Fang Shaoan was puzzled. Since Xiao puff was fine, why did Yan Jun have such an expression? 

Just as he was about to ask about it, he saw Yan Jun, who had been in deep thought for a long time, 

stand up and look at him sharply. 

“Help me take care of Xiao puff. ” 

With that, the handsome figure disappeared from the door of the ward. 

Zuo Xiaoran poked her head in from the outside and asked carefully, “can I take care of her? ” 

“Of course. ” Fang Shaoan nodded. When he let Zuo Xiaoran in, he couldn’t help but look in the 

direction where Yan Jun had left. 

He was suddenly so anxious. Had He thought of something? 

It was best if he had news of sister-in-law, or else… … 

Just as he was thinking, Zuo Xiaoran’s voice came from behind him, teasing the child. 

“Our cute Xiao Puff, how can you be so cute! Your hands are so small, and your feet are so small! ” 

Xiao puff woke up at some point in time. She did not cry or make a fuss. She waved her small hands up 

and down. Although the range was not large, it was very flexible. 

Zuo Xiaoran watched from the side and could not help but smile. 

What a magical little life! 

Fang Shaoan froze on the spot for a moment, staring blankly at the scene in front of him. 

Women, children. 

Together, they brought warmth and happiness. 

It was like… … A home … 

His usually impetuous heart, for some reason, seemed to want to settle down. 

… 



Yan Jun walked out, and Wang Mang followed behind him to report the situation. “The search of Rao 

city has begun, but there is still no news of sister-in-law. ” 

“Keep Looking. ” Yan Jun’s eyes darkened, and his expression was unprecedentedly gloomy and 

terrifying! 

Wang Mang nodded and said, “the military region sent news that Huo Ting has not been in his position 

for the past few days. He is now doing his best to find sister-in-law. ” 

“make an appointment with him. I want to see him. ” 

Yan Jun was not surprised that he knew Huo Ting’s whereabouts. 

After all, Huo Ting was Xia Jinqi’s childhood friend. Now that he knew that Xia Jinqi was missing, he must 

have panicked. 

However… … 

Yan Jun also noticed that Huo Ting did not come to exchange information with him immediately. 

“okay, ” Wang Mang replied and accompanied Yan Jun to the corner of the stairs. 

Just as the two of them were about to go downstairs, Yan Jun’s footsteps suddenly stopped. 

There were no strange sounds or strange people around him. 

Everything was so quiet that it was as if his heartbeat could be heard… … 

However, in this silence, Yan Jun slightly raised his head and looked at the stairs leading upstairs. 

He couldn’t tell if he had sensed something or if he had a strange sixth sense. He just stopped and 

looked upstairs in a daze. 

Wang Mang saw him stop and raise his head. He saw him staring upstairs and couldn’t help but be a 

little curious, “what’s wrong, second young master? ” 

Yan Jun came back to his senses and felt a piercing pain at the back of his head. 

“What’s going on upstairs? ” He suddenly asked. There was no purpose to it. 

Wang Mang was not familiar with the hospital, but since it was a hospital, there was only the operating 

room and the ward. “It should be the ward. Is there anything wrong? ” 

“Ward? It’s so quiet? ” Yan Jun could not help but be a little suspicious. 

Chapter 582: Two hearts close together 

 

They stood there for a while, but they didn’t see any family members or doctors. 

Wang Mang also looked left and right. There was a bodyguard in a black suit every three meters on this 

floor. 

With such tight protection, most people wouldn’t even dare to come and see it, right? 



Thinking about it, he said, “it’s probably because of the explosion… most of the VIP patients have left. In 

addition to your three layers of bodyguards, no one dares to pass through here. ” 

After Yan Jun heard this, his tightly furrowed brows still did not relax. 

He stood still for a moment, then suddenly took a step out of his slender legs and walked upstairs. 

One step at a time, very slowly. 

Wang Mang was about to ask him where he was going when the phone rang at this time. 

“Hello? ” He walked to the side to answer the phone. 

At this time, Yan Jun had already walked upstairs. 

The empty corridor was abnormally quiet. 

All the curtains were drawn, and the light was particularly dim, so it was almost impossible to see what 

was at the end of the road. 

But it was in this darkness that something seemed to be invisible and untouchable, guiding Yan Jun all 

the way. 

His steps were steady, and there were dots of impatience that even he himself could not explain clearly. 

His heart seemed to be eager for him to walk forward… … 

Finally, at the end of the long, dark corridor, he saw a door. 

It was a very ordinary ward door, and at the moment it was tightly shut. 

There was no sign on it, and it looked very ordinary. 

Yan Jun furrowed his brows slightly, and his heart beat a little faster… … 

He didn’t know what this feeling was, but he instinctively reached out and held the door handle. 

At this moment, behind the door, Xia Jinqi, who was lying in a coma on the hospital bed, suddenly 

moved her fingers… … 

She didn’t know if she felt his approach in her sleep, but she struggled to wake up. 

On the electrocardiogram beside the hospital bed, there was a change in the frequency band. 

The two hearts that were once so close to each other, even if they had no choice but to separate, when 

they met again, they could still sense each other… … 

Almost at the same time, Xia Jinqi, who was lying on the hospital bed, woke up. 

What entered her eyes was a heavy darkness. 

Only the small amount of sunlight that fell through the gap between the curtains illuminated the path to 

the door. 

Xia Jinqi slowly sat up from the bed. She could clearly feel the pain in her abdomen. 



She vaguely remembered that she seemed to have given birth prematurely. 

At that time, when the child was carried out, she was in so much pain that she had some consciousness. 

She still remembered the bright operating lamp hanging above her head. It was very glaring. 

The incision of the c-section had not completely healed. If she moved, it would be like pulling the skin 

and flesh. It was so painful that she wanted to die. 

But even so, she still ignored the pain and got out of bed. She walked step by step towards the door. 

She kept feeling that there seemed to be something waiting for her there… … 

After sleeping for the past few days, her mind was in a daze. Even when she woke up, she did not have 

the time to think about more things. 

Instead, it was her heart that seemed to know something. It was guiding her… … 

She walked to the door with great difficulty and raised her hand, landing it on the DOORKNOB. 

At that moment, the hearts of the two people behind the door jumped at the same time They were both 

palpitating for each other! 

However, just as Xia Jinqi was about to open the door forcefully, a person suddenly approached her 

from behind. 

That person covered her mouth and pulled her back forcefully… … 

She struggled, but unfortunately, she was powerless and had little effect. Just like that, she was dragged 

away from the door step by step. 

Chapter 583: what did you… … Do to me ? ? ! 

 

The wound on her lower abdomen seemed to be torn open as she struggled, and the pain started to 

spread. 

But the pain was nothing compared to the pain at the bottom of her heart at the moment. 

Her large elk-like eyes stared at the door, and the pain at the tip of her heart was heart-wrenching… … 

Yan Jun, who was outside the door, also felt a sudden pain in his heart. 

He raised his hand to caress his chest in confusion… … 

Waves of pain were continuously spreading from there, so much so that he could hardly breathe. 

He exerted strength in his hands, and just as he was about to open it, he was interrupted by Wang Mang 

who came from behind. “Second Young Master, it’s not good! ” 

Wang Mang almost ran over, and his tone was very anxious. “The police station sent news that Wen 

Tao… beat Yan Qing into a serious injury. Now, Xia Mingzhu is making a fuss to protect Yan Qing and has 

alarmed the people above. ” 



After he finished the news that he had just received, Wang Mang realized that Yan Jun was clutching his 

chest, and his face was pale. 

Thinking that he was not feeling well, he quickly asked again, “are you okay, second young master? ” 

“I’m fine. ” Yan Jun shook his head and took a shallow breath before shifting his attention. “You want to 

take Yan Qing Away? Dream on. ” 

After saying that, he turned around and quickly walked downstairs. 

Wang Mang did not think too much and quickly followed after him. 

After they left, Xia Jinqi, who had her mouth covered, finally regained her freedom. 

She was forced to bend her waist and press on the painful wound. When she looked up again, she saw Ji 

Yunjing’s familiar face. 

“It’s… It’s you… ” she said weakly, her lips extremely Pale … 

Ji Yunjing didn’t want to hurt her. It was just that she had woken up so suddenly, and Yan Jun from 

downstairs had actually come looking for her. He had no choice but to do this. 

Sighing softly, he turned his hand to support her and let her lie back on the bed. “The wound has split 

open. You have to lie down and recuperate. ” 

Xia Jinqi was placed on the bed by him. She wanted to struggle, but her head was dizzy badly. 

She had lost too much blood during childbirth and her vitality had been greatly damaged. That was why 

she had slept for so many days. 

Now that she had just woken up and her wound had been torn open, she was in so much pain that her 

head was covered in sweat. 

She didn’t have the strength to resist. She could only grab his sleeve and glare at him. “What… Did you 

do to me? ! Where’s my child… ” 

Just now, she clearly heard Yan Jun’s voice, but he covered her mouth and didn’t let her make a sound. 

Obviously, he didn’t want her to meet Yan Jun.. 

And… Where was her child ? ? 

Ji Yunjing put her hand under the blanket. “Your child is very good. When you’re better, I’ll take you 

back to the JI family. Don’t think too much about anything else. ” 

“I want to see my child! ” Xia Jinqi gritted her teeth and suppressed the anger in her eyes. “Also, I’m not 

going back to the JI family! ” 

After that, she had no idea what Ji Yunjing’s answer was or where she was. 

Because very soon, she sank into the darkness once again. 

The sound of dripping could be heard again in the ward. 



A doctor treated the wound on Xia Jinqi’s abdomen and examined her body before looking at Ji Yunjing. 

“young master, Miss Cousin’s wound isn’t too serious. Fainting is due to the lack of blood supply due to 

excessive emotions. She will recover naturally after resting for a while. ” 

“MM. ” Ji Yunjing nodded and asked again, “How’s the Child? ” 

“The young master is fine. ” 

Upon hearing this, Ji Yunjing’s brows did not relax. Instead, they furrowed even more tightly. “Yan Jun is 

already suspicious of this place. We have to arrange for a transfer as soon as possible. ” 

Chapter 584: money, power, everything 

 

He originally thought that the most dangerous place was the safest place. 

Now it seemed that he had underestimated the relationship between Yan Jun and Xia Jinqi. 

He actually found this place… … 

Ji Yunjing turned around and glanced at the pale-faced Xia Jinqi. After a moment of silence, he said, 

“send the child over later. ” 

She had just woken up and didn’t see the child. She must have been worried. 

“okay, I’ll go now, ” the doctor replied and turned to walk out of the other door. 

Ji Yunjing didn’t stay long. After massaging Xia Jinqi’s back, he left as well. 

He had to take Xiao Qi away by tonight at the latest! 

Otherwise… … 

Yan Jun would find him very soon. 

At that time, all his efforts would be for naught. 

When Ji Yunjing came back again, Xia Jinqi was already awake and playing with the child in the 

incubator. 

“He’s very healthy. When he was born, he weighed four pounds. ” Ji Yunjing slowly walked closer and 

introduced the child to Xia Jinqi. 

The smile on Xia Jinqi’s face gradually disappeared at that moment. 

She looked up and stared at him coldly. “You locked me up? ” 

She woke up an hour ago. 

She checked all the doors and windows. They were all sealed up. Even the support was provided 

internally. 

Combined with the previous events, it was not difficult to guess that she was locked up by Ji Yunjing. 



Moreover, it should have been around the time she gave birth. 

What would happen to Yan Jun if she suddenly disappeared She did not have time to think about it. A 

nurse sent her child over. 

It was her child. Without even asking, the moment she saw the Little Guy, she knew that this was her 

child! 

It was a healthy little boy! 

Even though it was a premature birth, he was still very energetic! 

“rather than saying that it’s a pass, it’s more like a protection. ” Ji Yunjing smiled and walked to Xia 

Jinqi’s side to sit down. He was still holding the lunchbox in his hand. 

He was here to deliver food to Xia Jinqi. 

Xia Jinqi didn’t even look at the things he handed over and asked coldly, “why? ” 

“I want to bring you back to the JI family. You are the rightful heir of the JI family, and this child will be 

one in the future, ” Ji Yunjing said as he opened the lunchbox. 

The Aroma of the food assaulted Xia Jinqi’s nose. At this moment, it was bland and tasteless. 

She lowered her head and looked at the child’s right wrist in the incubator. There was indeed a red dot. 

She remembered that it was the JI family’s totem. When a child of the JI family was born, the red dot 

representing their identity would be printed on it. 

In that case, when she was born, the members of the JI family were present as well. 

The JI family had already planned for this generation to come, right? 

Xia Jinqi sneered. She suddenly remembered the diary her mother had left behind. 

“I thought that I would eventually escape from that terrifying cage and be with the person I love for the 

rest of my life. But today, he found me. I knew that he wanted the child in my belly. He was like a devil. 

He would think of ways to take away my child… “… …” 

She repeated those sorrowful and suffocating words. 

Ji Yunjing was a little confused. “What do you mean? ” 

“This is the diary my mother left behind. At first, I didn’t know who the so-called Devil was. So, it was 

referring to the JI family. ” Xia Jinqi smiled coldly. 

Her mother was right. 

The JI family was really a devil, a cage. 

Ji Yunjing was slightly stunned. This was probably the first time he had heard such a statement. He 

couldn’t help but frown “Devil? This is the bloodline of the JI family. Perhaps you don’t know how 

powerful our JI family is! As long as you return, everything will be yours! Money, power, everything. ” 



Chapter 585: He would definitely come to  

 

“You guys told my mom the same thing back then, right? ” Xia Jinqi sneered. She was completely aware 

of her current situation. “So, I just experienced what my mom went through when she gave birth to me 

back then… ” 

Ji Yunjing didn’t expect her to despise money and power. It was exactly the same as her aunt back then. 

Ji Xiaofu was taken away back then, and Xia Jinqi couldn’t escape today either. 

Ji Yunjing didn’t try to reason with her anymore. He put the lunchbox in Xia Jinqi’s hand. “If you don’t go 

back, this child will be buried here with you. ” 

Xia Jinqi’s ice-cold voice, without a doubt, filled her heart with determination. 

She instinctively frowned, and her big black and white eyes instantly lit up. “If you dare to touch my 

child, I won’t let it go! ” 

“that will depend on what choice you make. ” Ji Yunjing smiled leisurely and turned to look at the baby 

in the incubator. “He’s so cute. I don’t think you can bear to see him die young, right? ” 

“…”Xia Jinqi wasn’t sure if he would keep his word! 

However, given the JI family’s abnormal behavior, she would rather believe it than not! 

It was useless to persist now. She needed to understand more about her situation before she could 

think of a way to escape! 

After a moment of silence, Xia Jinqi calmed herself down and asked, “why must it be me? Your surname 

is also JI! ” 

Not Expecting Xia Jinqi to suddenly ask this, Ji Yunjing was obviously stunned for a moment before 

saying, “I’m the branch family, you’re the main family. ” 

“Main family? ” Xia Jinqi raised her eyebrows and waited for Ji Yunjing’s explanation. 

“The JI family only has one true heir, and that is your mother’s bloodline. As for me, I am only a branch 

family. My father is your mother’s cousin, ” Ji Yunjing said slowly There was an inexplicable sadness and 

sadness in his tone. “In other words, you also have a lot of cousins. It’s just that I was chosen to protect 

you. ” 

“protect? ” Xia Jinqi sneered and threw the lunchbox to the side. “You killed my freedom and separated 

my family of three. You actually said that this was protection? ” 

Ji Yunjing’s brows twitched slightly. She had said ‘family of three’ . It seemed that she did not know that 

she had given birth to twins. 

It was not in vain that the gynecologist he had specially arranged for her had concealed the truth about 

the twins along the way. 



“Xiao Qi, everything is ready now. As long as you and the Child Return with me, everything in the JI 

family will be yours. ” Ji Yunjing was still trying to persuade her. 

Xia Jinqi did not appreciate it at all. “Don’t Call Me Xiao Qi! I’m already married to Yan Jun. I will never 

go back to the JI family! ” 

Ji Yunjing saw how persistent she was and asked again, “do you still expect Yan Jun to come and save 

you? ” 

“He will definitely come! ” Xia Jinqi said with incomparable certainty. 

She knew that Yan Jun would definitely come back. 

“I might as well tell you that he’s actually been downstairs the whole time. He’s right below where you 

are right now. He’s always been there. ” 

“He’s downstairs? ” Xia Jinqi’s face was full of shock as she looked at Ji Yunjing in disbelief. 

So, she was not too far away from Yan Jun? 

So, the voice she heard from Yan Jun earlier was really not a dream? 

So, she only needed to go down one floor to see him? 

Perhaps she had seen through Xia Jinqi’s thoughts, Ji Yunjing reminded her coldly, “don’t try to escape. 

This child’s life is completely dependent on your thoughts. ” 

Chapter 586: let me see him 

 

“despicable! ” Xia Jinqi shouted coldly. A trace of mockery flashed through her beautiful eyes that were 

as calm as ice. “Don’t even think about touching my child! ” 

If she hadn’t suddenly given birth prematurely, how could he have taken advantage of her? 

Moreover, Yan Jun… … 

Speaking of this, Xia Jinqi suddenly recalled that when she had given birth prematurely, she hadn’t been 

able to get through to Yan Jun on the way to the hospital. 

Also, that day, she seemed to have heard the news of Yan Jun’s plane crashing? 

Her beautiful little face instantly turned deathly Pale! 

How could she have forgotten such an important matter? ! ! 

From what Ji Yunxiang had said just now, Yan Jun had been downstairs the whole time… … 

How could they be in the same building and not find each other? 

Moreover, looking at the room she was currently in, the doctors and nurses had already entered and 

left. This should be the hospital! 

If Yan Jun had been here the whole time, did that mean that Yan Jun was also seriously injured? 



That day, who knew what kind of accident had happened. He was injured, but he did not lose his life. 

Was that the case? 

Xia Jinqi’s mind spun rapidly. She kept analyzing the current clues. She was really afraid that something 

would happen to Yan Jun! 

Ji Yunjing saw her sudden silence and frowned again. “As long as you agree to go back to Berlin with me 

obediently, no one will dare to touch this child! ” 

Xia Jinqi suddenly came back to her senses. A pair of clear eyes stared coldly into his eyes. “I want to see 

Yan Jun. . ” 

“impossible. ” Ji Yunjing firmly refused. 

What a joke. He took great pains to bring her away and hid here for so many days because he was afraid 

that Yan Jun would find her. How could he let her see Yan Jun so easily? 

“Let me see him. I promise to return to Berlin with you. ” 

Xia Jinqi suddenly relented, causing Ji Yunjing to be stunned. 

However, after a moment of contemplation, he still refused. 

“This is a delaying tactic. You went to see Yan Jun. How can he let you come back? ” Ji Yunjing was not 

stupid. He would not be deceived so easily. 

However, this time, Xia Jinqi was serious. 

She had to see Yan Jun once to make sure that he was alive and well. Only then could she rest assured! 

“The child is in your hands. Do you think I have the ability to play tricks? ” Xia Jinqi asked him in a cold 

voice. The shrewdness in her eyes had already returned “Moreover, if I were to go back with you 

willingly, it would be much better than being tied up by you, right? Or are you really confident that you 

can take me away under Yan Jun’s eyes? ” 

Xia Jinqi’s words really hit the bottom of Ji Yunjing’s heart. 

Now that the entire Rao city was sealed off, it was impossible to take the helicopter. It was also 

impossible to leave the city. 

If he wanted to bring Xia Jinqi to move, he could only continue to move around the city. 

However, once he left this hospital, he would definitely attract more attention. At that time, he would 

be discovered sooner or later. 

If Xia Jinqi was willing to leave with him, then the current stalemate would be broken. 

There was no need for him to continue hiding under Yan Jun’s eyes… … 

Just as Ji Yunjing was hesitating, someone walked in from the outside and whispered into Ji Yunjing’s 

ear, “young master, Fan Yufei is here. She’s meeting Yan Jun downstairs. ” 



Although Xia Jinqi wasn’t standing far away, she couldn’t hear what they were saying. However, in the 

next second, she saw the dark smile on Ji Yunjing’s lips. 

“okay. I can let you see him, ” Ji Yunjing suddenly said. His tone was full of confidence and cunning. “But 

you can only look at him from afar. You can’t let him find you. ” 

Chapter 587: tonight, was the best time to leave! 

 

“DEAL! ” Xia Jinqi agreed immediately. 

No matter what, she could only be at ease when she saw Yan jun well with her own eyes. 

Ji Yunjing nodded and ordered the bodyguard beside him, “bring her down. ” 

The bodyguard went forward, but Xia Jinqi did not go downstairs directly. Instead, she leaned over and 

looked at the child sleeping soundly in the incubator. Her gaze instantly became unbelievably gentle. 

“Baby, Mommy will be back soon… ” 

After saying this, she stood up and followed the bodyguard downstairs. 

Seeing Xia Jinqi’s figure disappear from his sight, Ji Yunjing immediately frowned and ordered his men, 

“get ready to move immediately! ” 

“But young master, Yan Jun’s men are everywhere. If we make a move, they will notice. ” 

“Even Tigers have time to nap. Inform the helicopter team that they must arrive in twenty minutes! ” Ji 

Yunjing made up his mind. 

Tonight was the best time to leave! 

“Yes, Young Master! ” The people below no longer had any objections. They responded and quickly went 

to prepare. 

After they left, Ji Yunjing bent down and carefully carried the child in the incubator. Then, he turned 

around and went downstairs. 

“…” 

Downstairs. 

Xia Jinqi was asked to change into a nurse’s uniform. She wore a large blue surgical mask on her face, 

only revealing two large black and white eyes. 

Beside her was a doctor in a white coat. The two of them swaggered past the Yan family’s bodyguards 

and walked straight to Yan Jun’s ward. 

The wound on Xia Jinqi’s lower abdomen had not fully recovered. Although it did not hurt much, the 

pace of her walk was still somewhat affected. 

However, this was also good. It was convenient for her to pay attention to everything around her. 



The doctor saw her looking around and could not help but lower his voice to remind her, “Miss Cousin, 

it’s best if you don’t have any wild thoughts. The young master is still in young master’s hands. 

Moreover… there are explosives buried in the mezzanine of this floor. ” 

Xia Jinqi was speechless. 

It seemed that Ji Yunjing had not only controlled one or two doctors, but he had also controlled the 

entire medical system. 

“Don’t worry, I have no intention of doing anything, ” Xia Jinqi choked back, her eyes filled with clarity. 

What she had promised Ji Yunjing was true. 

She would return to the JI family’s headquarters in Berlin with him. 

If this matter was not resolved, she would have to live under the shadow of the JI family’s surveillance 

for the rest of her life. 

Moreover, there was also her child. Would he have to experience the same thing as her when he grew 

up? 

No, that would be too cruel. 

Just as she was thinking, the doctor beside her stopped in his tracks. 

The bodyguard seemed to be very familiar with him. When he reached out to stop him, he took the 

initiative to ask, “it’s not time for ward rounds yet. Doctor Li, what are you doing? ” 

“The previous examination showed that Mr. Yan’s body temperature was abnormal. We need to take a 

new measurement. ” Doctor Li calmly took out a pen from his shirt pocket and signed his name on the 

sign in front of the door. 

“This… ” the bodyguard seemed to be in a difficult position. He glanced at the tightly shut door and said, 

“Doctor Li, please wait a moment. Young master has an important guest visiting. ” 

Doctor Li paused for a moment before he nodded. “Alright, we’ll go next door and wait for him. ” 

With that, he brought Xia Jinqi to the empty room on the left. 

The two of them had just entered when Fang Shaoan happened to bring Zuo Xiaoran out of the neonatal 

room on the right. 

“Yan Shaoan is back. We can go and have a meal in peace. ” Fang Shaoan stretched lazily. His face was 

also filled with fatigue. 

During the period when Yan Jun was not around, he never left Xiao puff’s side. 

Zuo Xiaoran, who was beside him, also rubbed her eyes. She was very sleepy. “En… ” 

Chapter 588: as long as you are willing, I can give birth to your child! 

 



No one noticed that in the room they passed by, Doctor Li brought Xia Jinqi to the corner of the wall. He 

pulled out a small piece of paint from a crack in the wall. It was a small round hole with a diameter of 

about one centimeter. Then, he placed a box on top of it. 

On the front of the box, there was something that looked like a projection cloth. It was reflecting the 

situation in the room next door. 

Xia Jinqi was slightly shocked. They couldn’t install a surveillance device in Yan Jun’s room, but they 

could create something like a small hole imaging device? 

They were simply using everything they had. 

Now, she was really beginning to understand why her mother would describe the JI family as a devil 

back then… … 

She had to change her own situation. Otherwise, her child would suffer the same pain in the future! 

Just as she was thinking, Doctor Li had already passed a pair of earphones to Xia Jinqi to put on. 

At this moment, Xia Jinqi could clearly see and hear what happened next door and what kind of 

conversation there was. 

However, what she did not expect was that the so-called ‘distinguished guest’ that the bodyguard 

mentioned earlier was actually… Fan Yufei What? 

Her face instantly turned as Pale as a sheet of paper! 

Xia Jinqi gritted her teeth and forced herself to calm down so that she could hear what they were 

saying… … 

“Yan Jun, don’t you think this is the will of Heaven? She’s gone, and the heavens sent me to your side… ” 

Fan Yufei’s voice sounded a little tearful, but her words were even more sour than when she was 

singing. 

Yan Jun was standing in front of the window with his back facing Fan Yufei, but it just so happened that 

he gave Xia Jinqi a handsome side profile. 

Xia Jinqi looked at his tall and slender figure in a daze as well as the gauze on the back of his head, and 

her eyes turned slightly red. 

He was really injured. 

As for Fan Yufei, was she trying to take advantage of the situation? 

After not seeing her for such a long time, she had thought that she had stopped. 

Yan Jun closed his eyes slightly and his voice turned cold. It was a piercing voice. “She will come back. ” 

If not for the fact that he had been knocked down the slope that day and Fan Yufei had called 120 as she 

was passing by, he would not have even met her! 

However, she did not seem to understand at all. She was still arrogantly giving such a long speech. 



Fan Yufei was slightly taken aback. She did not understand why Yan Jun was so persistent. “Why? I heard 

that there was an explosion in the delivery room. She was clearly dead! Why do you have to be so 

obsessed with a dead person? ! ” 

She did not understand. Xia Jinqi was clearly dead. Why did he have to look for her all over the world? 

She was already dead. was there a need to keep her in mind? 

What was so good about that Xia Jinqi? 

Wasn’t it just giving birth to a child for him? 

She could do it too! 

“As long as you are willing, I can give birth to a child for you! I am willing to give birth to as many 

children as you want! ” Fan Yufei rushed over and hugged Yan Jun from behind. 

In that instant, Xia Jinqi felt a sharp pain in her heart. It was as if she had been struck by a blunt object. 

She frowned in pain, but she refused to shift her gaze away. 

At the same time, Yan Jun felt a sharp pain in his heart. 

He bent down in pain and clutched his chest. He placed one hand on the edge of the window and in the 

next second, he seemed to have sensed something as he looked in Xia Jinqi’s direction! 

Xia Jinqi was shocked when she felt Yan Jun’s gaze. She did not expect him to look in her direction. 

Did he… … Discover something ? ? 

But she did not make a single sound… … 

And in fact, Yan Jun did feel something. 

He pushed Fan Yufei away and stared at the White Wall with the mural hanging on it as he slowly 

approached. 

Fan Yufei, who was behind him, was still unwilling to give up. “Yan Jun! Why won’t you give me a 

chance? ” 

Chapter 589: you come in and change the dressing for the young master. 

 

She stood in front of him and blocked his line of sight. 

However, at this moment, Yan Jun no longer had the patience to continue the conversation! 

“GET LOST! ” He shouted and his black eyes sank to the bottom of the valley, TURNING INTO CLUSTERS 

OF SCARLET! 

Fan Yufei was shocked and caught off guard. She tripped on something and fell to the ground! 

The moment she fell, she bumped into the cup on the coffee table and smashed it into pieces. 



The sound of glass shattering suddenly spread. 

The bodyguard outside the door immediately pushed the door open and rushed in. “Young Master? 

What happened? ” 

Yan Jun ignored the bodyguard behind him, but the pain in his heart suddenly disappeared. The strong 

impulse also disappeared completely. 

He frowned and was puzzled when doctor Li also followed him in. 

“Mr. Yan, are you feeling unwell? ” 

Yan Jun then turned around and glanced at the doctor who came in. His black eyes paused slightly and 

his expression did not change. “My heart hurts. ” 

As he said that, he clutched his chest and walked back to the bedside. 

Doctor Li did not suspect him and went up to check Yan Jun’s body skillfully. 

Yan Jun followed his actions. His eyes were as pure as a Falcon’s, but they fell on the open door. 

“The wound on the back of my head seems to have split open. Get the nurse to come in and change a 

new bandage for me, ” he said coldly. His voice was clear and calm, as warm and clean as spring water. 

“This… ” Doctor Li paused and quickly said, “let me change it for Mr. Yan. ” 

As he said this, he was about to straighten his body, but Yan Jun held his wrist. His long and narrow eyes 

flashed with killing intent. “What? You still want me to wait for you? ” 

Doctor Li’s hand trembled heavily, and he hurriedly continued to check Yan Jun’s heart. “I don’t dare, I 

don’t dare… ” 

Seeing this, the bodyguard at the side understood and walked to the door. Sure enough, he saw the 

nurse waiting at the door. “come in and help young master change his medicine. ” 

Xia Jinqi,”…” 

She pushed the medicine cart and hesitated for a long time, not daring to go in. 

Yan Jun waited in the room for a moment, but did not see the nurse enter. He raised his eyes again to 

look at Doctor Li, who was examining him, and questioned him with a cold and terrifying gaze. 

Doctor Li’s forehead began to sweat non-stop, and his throat was tense. He could only shout at the 

door, “come in… ” 

He was really afraid that before his cousin’s identity was exposed, he would be scared to death by Yan 

Jun… … 

He could not believe that there was a man in this world who had a gaze that was sharper than the young 

master’s! 

A deep yet unrevealed sharpness that contained a domineering air. He was extraordinary and born to be 

a King! ! ! 



When she heard this, Xia Jinqi took a deep breath and pushed the medicine cart in. 

She lowered her head very low, afraid that Yan Jun would recognize her… Ji Yunjing’s threat seemed to 

still be in her ears. She definitely did not dare to use her child as a bet … 

Her entire body was now covered by the nurse’s uniform. Only her eyes were exposed. With her head 

lowered, no one should recognize her. 

With this thought in mind, she had already arrived at Yan Jun’s bedside. 

Because she had been lowering her head, she could only see his slightly open chest. 

A healthy wheat color, sexy and sturdy. 

Ever since Xia Jinqi entered the ward, Doctor Li’s back had been drenched in sweat, afraid that Yan Jun 

would notice something fishy! 

Originally, his plan was to bring Xia Jinqi here to take a look before leaving. He had never thought that 

she would come and Change Yan Jun’s dressing! 

These two were originally husband and wife. If they were so close to each other, what would happen if 

they were recognized? 

Chapter 590: do you want me to take off my clothes in public? 

 

However, when his gaze landed on Yan Jun’s face, he realized that he did not seem to have much of a 

reaction. His expression was still the same, and his eyes were even slightly closed. 

He was like a lion in a false sleep, exuding a sense of intimidation even in his laziness! 

Doctor Li wiped his sweat and sighed softly. Fortunately, he did not discover anything. 

However, to be on the safe side, he quickened his pace. After checking Yan Jun’s heart, he could not 

wait to go around behind Yan Jun. he asked Xia Jinqi to go forward and pass him something. “take the 

IODOPHOR first. ” 

Xia Jinqi quickly swept through all the medicine on the cart. Then, she took out a brown bottle and 

handed it to doctor Li… … 

As she moved slightly closer, the smell on her body naturally lingered in front of Yan Jun.. 

The smell of disinfectant and a faintly familiar fragrance. 

Yan Jun’s eyes were slightly closed the whole time. The tip of his brows didn’t move, and there was no 

extra expression on his face. He was as calm as a clear pond, without the slightest ripple. 

However… … 

No one would notice that his hands hanging by his side had secretly clenched into fists! 

His teeth were also clenched, and the lines of his jaw tightened! 



Doctor Li thought that he was in pain. After all, the wound on the back of his head had come into 

contact with alcohol, and the taste was imaginable. 

But to Yan Jun, this little bit of pain was nothing to be ashamed of? 

What really caught his attention was the faint fragrance in front of him… … 

At that moment, behind him, doctor Li’s hand was slightly heavier because of his nervousness, and Yan 

Jun was annoyed. “Hiss… ” 

He sucked in a breath of cold air, as if he was in pain, and his whole body immediately turned cold! 

Doctor Li was so frightened that his entire body trembled. He hurriedly apologized, “I’m sorry, Mr. Yan… 

” 

“Let her do it. ” Yan Jun turned around and coldly glanced at Doctor Li. He spoke unhappily. 

Doctor Li’s movements froze. He instinctively wanted to reject, but he didn’t dare to say anything. He 

could only nod and retreat to the side. He used his eyes to look at Xia Jinqi. “You change for Mr. Yan. Be 

careful. ” 

He emphasized the last three words a little more. It was obvious that he was threatening her. 

Xia Jinqi understood. He was warning her not to play any tricks. 

She felt helpless. She was not a real nurse. She was only wearing a set of clothes. How was she going to 

change? 

Moreover, from the look on Yan Jun’s face, if she hurt him, it would be even harder for her to escape, 

right? 

As she thought of this, Xia Jinqi suddenly realized a problem… … 

Perhaps, she should take this opportunity to tell Yan Jun about her current situation… … 

Fan Yufei was thinking about how to create an opportunity when she finally struggled to get up from the 

ground. She pressed a piece of broken glass into her hand and screamed, “AH! My hand! There’s so 

much blood! ! ” 

Everyone in the room looked at her and indeed, they saw blood flowing from her hand. 

Yan Jun looked at her impatiently and said, “go and treat her wound. ” 

These words were clearly directed at Doctor Li. 

After all, there was only him and a nurse here. 

The nurse was treating Yan Jun’s wound and he was the only one who had nothing to do. 

Doctor Li paused for a moment before he nodded and walked over. 

Xia Jinqi was still under his nose and he did not think that she would be able to cause any trouble. 



However, when he walked over to check Fan Yufei’s wound, Yan Jun had already ordered someone to 

pull up the curtain beside his bed. 

Once the curtain was pulled, it completely separated him and Xia Jinqi from everyone’s sight. Naturally, 

Doctor Li refused and immediately said, “Mr. Yan? You are… ” 

Hearing this, Yan Jun looked at him impatiently, his tone filled with intimidation. “There’s still an injury 

on your waist. Don’t tell me you want me to take off my clothes in public? ” 

 


